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Abstract
Context: A number of psychosocial theories have been developed to predict, explain, and change health behaviors. The
previous studies were concerned about the pain management practices based on various underpinning theories. Some of
these studies utilized the Theory of Reasoned Action and the Theory of Planned Behavior. Furthermore, other pain
management studies used the KAP model to assess the pain management practices. Objectives: the aim of this article is to
determine the most appropriate underpinning theory to assess the pain management practices. Methods: the utilized models in
pain management topic are outlined in turn, their similarities and differences are noted, and common criticisms are discussed.
Results and Conclusion: the reciprocal determinism theory is the most suitable underpinning theory to assess the nurses’
practices regarding pain management. Future studies should focus on the application of the reciprocal determinism theory to
assess the pain management practices.
Keywords: pain management, psychosocial theories, personal factors and environmental factors

1. Introduction
Pain management deficiency is a common clinical problem among hospitalized patients, resulting in many significant
consequences such as psychological, physiological and financial consequences (Zhang et al., 2008). Thus, the research
attention has focused on the factors that lead to the inadequate pain management.
The previous studies which concerned about the pain management practices utilized various underpinning
theories, including the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA), the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) and the KAP model.
Discussion about the relative contribution (in variance explained terms) of different variables occurs frequently in
the study of problems in all the social sciences. Among these studies, investigators often rely on variance explained to
help decide which theory is `better’ (Fichman, 1999).
In pain management area, the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) explained
21% of the variation in nurses’ intention to assess patients' pain (Nash, Edwards & Nebauer, 1993). Jurgens (1996) found
that nearly 50% of the variance in behavioral intention to administer morphine was accounted for the TPB determinants.
Also, Edwards et al. (2001) utilized the TPB and they found that around 40% of the variation in intention was accounted
for by the TPB determinants. Consistently, Weber, Dwyer and Mummery (2012) revealed that the constructs of the TPB
explained 26% of the variance in the intention to administer morphine.
On the other hand, the KAP model explained 16% of the variation in nurses’ practices regarding pain management
(Basak, 2010). Also, Hossain (2010) revealed that the determinants of the KAP model only explained 1% of the pain
management practices. While the previous findings are of value, it is equally important to continue to explore factors
contributing to the unexplained variation in pain management practices through utilizing other underpinning theory.
The aim of this article is to determine the most appropriate underpinning theory to assess the pain management
practices. The utilized models in pain management topic are outlined in turn, their similarities and differences are noted,
and common criticisms are discussed.
2. Theory of Planned Behavior
The theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1985; Ajzen, 1991) is a widely utilized theory in the healthcare studies, especially
when predicting or when assessing the nursing practices (Beduz, 2012; Côté, Gagnon, Houme, Abdeljelil & Gagnon,
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2012; Haktanir, 2011; Hassan, Wahsheh & Hindawi, 2009; Javadi, Kadkhodaee, Yaghoubi, Maroufi & Shams, 2013;
Malo, Neveu, Archambault, Émond & Gagnon, 2012). This theory was developed from the theory of reasoned action
(Azjen & Fishbein, 1980) with little differences between them.
By comparing these theories, the theory of reasoned action is appropriate to predict the optional behaviors.
However, the theory of planned behavior is not limited to just predicting the optional behavior, but also the behavior which
is not completely under an optional control (Ajzen, 1991). The theory of reason action explained the relation between the
attitude towards the behavior, subjective norm and the intention to do the behavior (Azjen & Fishbein, 1980). After that in
1987, Ajzen suggested to add one variable to this model, which is perceived behavioral control to assess and predict the
behavior which is not completely under an optional control.
According to the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1985; Ajzen, 1991), the behavioral intention is defined as the
persons’ thought of self-readiness to perform the behavior, and it is the best predictor of the actual behavior. Also, based
on this theory, the intention to perform the behavior is determined by three factors; attitude towards the behavior,
subjective norm and perceive behavioral control.
Both behavioral theories; the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1985; 1991) and the theory of reasoned action
(Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980) share the same definitions in terms of attitude and subjective norm towards the behavior. They
defined the attitude towards behavior as “one's general feeling of favorableness or un favorableness toward performing
the behavior,” and the subjective norm is defined as a perceived external favorableness from important person to perform
the behavior.
The actual personal behavior may be predicted by the intention to perform the behavior and by the direct effect
from the perceived behavioral control which is defined as “an individual's perceived ease or difficulty of performing the
behavior under consideration” (Ajzen, 1991). In other words, perceived behavioral control can affect the actual behavior
by two ways: either by dependent contribution with attitude towards the behavior and subjective norm or by independent
contribution through direct link. Figure 1.1 explains the theory of planned behavior model.

Figure 1.1: Theory of Planned Behavior Model
2.1 Factors Affecting the Actual Behavior based on the Theory of Planned Behavior
The Theory of Planned Behavior is a very important theory to explain and predict human behavior. Based on this theory,
any behavior can be achieved by focusing on the motivational factors (intention) and the ability to perform it (perceived
behavioral control). The following variables demonstrate the predictors of any behavior.
2.1.1 Intention
The behavioral intention is a very important factor to assess the person’s tendency to perform a specific behavior.
According to Lwin and Williams (2003) and Wu (2006), it is a strong indicator of the probability to carry out the behavior.
There are three contributing factors in determining the person’s intention which are the attitude, subjective norm and
perceive behavioral control.
2.1.2 Attitude
The attitude towards a specific behavior is a unique and strong factor which affects the person’s intention to perform such
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behavior. It has more impact on the person’s intention than the subjective norm and perceives behavioral control (Ajzen,
2008). Also according to Ajzen (1991), it interprets more than fifty percent of variance in the person’s intention to perform
the behavior.
2.1.3 Subjective Norm
Armitage and Conner (2001) stated that the subjective norm is the weakest predictor of individual intention in the theory
of planned behavior. This result is based on the Meta analysis of 185 studies used the theory of planned behavior as the
underpinning theory. However, the result of pain management studies revealed that the subjective norm is very important
predictor to the intention or performance of pain management (Al-Khawaldeh, Al-Hussami & Darawad, 2013; Twycross,
2007).
2.1.4 Perceived Behavioral Control
Ajzen (1991, p.188) explained the perceived behavioral control as an extent of a person’s abilities which include skills,
resources and any other prerequisites to carry out the behavior. Also, Ajzen and Madden (1986) clarify it as the effect of
both perceived control and self-efficacy of the behavior.
Previous studies utilize the theory of planned behavior in many specialties. According to Ajzen (April 18, 2014)
more than 1200 studies used this theory. These studies’ results support the theory’s suggestions in the prediction of
behaviors such as; prediction of smoking behavior (Godin, Valois, Lepage & Desharnais, 1992), women’s exercise
behavior after childbirth (Godin, Valois & Lepage, 1993) and losing body weight (Schifter & Ajzen, 1985). In addition, this
theory has also been utilized to predict classes’ attendance (Ajzen & Madden, 1986), donation of blood (Giles & Cairns,
1995) and using child seat belt during driving (Richard, Dedobbeleer, Champagne & Potrin, 1994). Furthermore, it
predicts carrying out exercises (Blue, 1995), playing the video games (Doll & Ajzen, 1992) and introducing
complementary feeding to infants at six months old (Hamilton, Daniels, White, Murray & Walsh, 2011). Moreover, this
theory has been previously used in assessing the attitude of breastfeeding (Giles et al., 2007) and in predicting the
mother’s intention to vaccinate their daughters (Askelson et al., 2010).
Other studies utilized this theory to predict specific behavior in pain management. Nash et al. (1993) conducted a
research on five public and private hospitals located in Australia. The result showed that the group effect of attitude
towards the behavior, subjective norm and perceived behavioral control can significantly affect the nurses’ intention to
perform pain assessment. Also, according to this study’s results, all of the previous factors can affect the intention to
perform the practice dependently except for the perceived behavioral control which has a dependent and independent
contribution in predicting the intentional behavior.
Also, this theory was utilized in a study conducted by Jurgens (1996) to predict the nurses’ intention to administer
morphine for the patient post operatively. The study’s result showed that the combination of attitude towards the behavior,
subjective norm and perceived behavioral control significantly predict the nurses’ intention to administer morphine
analgesic to the patients.
Similarly, Edwards et al. (2001) used this theory to examine the factors that influence the nurses' intention to
administer opioids to relieve the patients’ pain. In this study, the researchers assessed the relationship between direct
and indirect attitude towards administering the opioid analgesics, subjective norm towards administering the analgesic,
perceived behavioral control to administer the analgesic and the nurses’ intention to administer the prescribed opioids to
the patients. The respondents of this study were 446 Australian nurses. The study’s result supports the ability of this
theory in predicting the nurses’ intention. In other words, all of the study’s variables namely, the subjective norm,
perceived behavioral control and attitude, have a significant relationship with the nurses’ intention, but the highest
effective variable in predicting the intention to administer analgesic was the perceived behavioral control.
Furthermore, Pellino (1997) conducted a research on 137 orthopedic patients from two cities in the Midwest. This
study found that attitudes and subjective norms of orthopedic patients were significant predictors of their intentions to take
postoperative analgesics. Conversely, this study showed that the relationship between perceived control and the patients’
intentions to take medication was not significant.
Recently, this theory used by Weber et al. (2012) to assess the factors that affect the administration of morphine
analgesic to the patient. The self-administered electronic questionnaires were sent to the paramedics participants in order
to gather the required data. Based on the study’s result, the paramedics have a strong intention towards administering
the morphine to the patients. Also, they found a significant positive relationship between the subjective norm, perceived
behavioral control and the paramedics’ intention to administer morphine to the patients. However, the unexpected result
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in this study was the significant negative relationship between the attitude towards administering morphine by the
paramedics and their intention to administer it. Table 1.1 represents the summary of the previous studies that used the
Theory of Planned Behavior as the underpinning theory to assess the factors which affect the pain management.
The theory of planned behavior is an inappropriate underpinning theory for assessing the pain management
practices. This owes to the fact that this theory is limited to the assessment of the optional behaviors and the behaviors
which are not completely under an optional control (Ajzen, 1991). In other words, this theory is not suitable for assessing
the obligatory behavior. Recently, the South African Society of Anesthesiologists [SASA] (2009) and the International
Association for the Study of Pain [IASP] (2010) classified the pain management practices as an essential task and are
one of patients’ rights. So, the healthcare providers’ intention to provide pain management practices which considered the
main construct of the behavioral theories is not significant.
Table 1.1. Pain Management and Theory of Planned Behavior
Author
Nash et al.
(1993)
Jurgens
(1996)

Edwards et
al. (2001)

Weber et al.
(2012)

Study title
Effect of attitudes, subjective
norms and perceived control
on nurses' intention to assess
patients' pain
Nurses’ intentions to
administer morphine for postoperative pain : an application
of Ajzen’s theory of planned
behavior
Determinants of nurses'
intention to administer opioids
for pain relief

IV
Attitudes
Subjective norms
Perceived control

Attitude towards the
behavior
Subjective norm
Perceived behavioral
control
Direct and indirect attitude
toward administer the
opioid analgesics
Subjective norm
Perceived behavioral
control
Morphine administration by
Attitude
paramedics: An application of Subjective norm
the Theory of Planned
Perceive behavioral
Behavior
control

Pellino (1997) Relationships between patient Attitudes
attitudes, subjective norms,
Subjective norms
perceived control, and
Perceived control
analgesic use following
elective orthopedic surgery

DV
Intention to
assess patients'
pain

Country& sample
Result
Australia
There is a significant relationship between the set of attitude,
n=59 nurses
subjective norm and perceived control on the nurses’
intention to assess the patient pain.

Nurses’ intention
to administer
morphine
analgesic to the
patients
Nurses’ intention
to administer the
prescribed opioids
to the patients.

Canada
n= 149 nurses

There is a significant relationship between the combination
of attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavioral control
on the nurses’ intention to administer morphine analgesic to
the patients.

Australia
N=446
Nurses

There is significant relationship between attitudes, subjective
norm, perceive behavioral control on the nurses’ intention to
administer opioids for the patients.
The highest effective factor in predicting the intention to
administer analgesic was perceived behavioral control.

Paramedics
Australia
intention to
N=94 Paramedics
administer
morphine to the
patients with pain

analgesic use

USA
N= 137 orthopedic
patients

The paramedics have strong intention to administer the
morphine to the patients with pain.
There is a significant positive relationship between the
subjective norms, perceived behavioral control on the
paramedics’ intention to administer morphine analgesic to
the patients with pain.
There is a significant negative relationship between the
attitudes toward administer morphine analgesic by the
paramedics and the intention to administer it.
There is a significant relationship between attitudes,
subjective norm and the intentions of orthopedic patients to
take postoperative analgesics.
There is insignificant relationship between perceived control
and the intentions of orthopedic patients to take their
postoperative analgesics.

3. Knowledge-Attitude-Practice (KAP) Model
The knowledge, attitude and practices (KAP) model is one of the most used models in the medical field. According to
Launiala (2009), this model was first used during the middle of the nineteenth century to assess the family planning and
population (Launiala, 2009). The KAP model suggests that any practices (behaviors) are determined by the person’s
attitude towards the behaviors. Also, this model suggests that the person’s attitude towards any behavior is based on the
knowledge about this behavior. Figure 1.2 demonstrates the Knowledge, Attitude and Practice (KAP) model.

Figure 1.2: Knowledge, Attitude and Practice (KAP) Model
The KAP model has been used to assess the healthcare providers’ behaviors such as the nurses’ practices regarding
universal precautions (Kaur, Kaur & Walia, 2008), hand hygiene practices among healthcare students (Nair,
Hanumantappa, Hiremath, Siraj & Raghunath, 2014) and the nurses’ practices regarding biomedical waste management.
Also, it is used to investigate the nurses’ practices regarding the spread of nosocomial infections (Kamunge, 2013),
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examine the nurses’ practices regarding the screening of cervical cancer (Goyal, Vaishnav, Shrivastava, Verma & Modi
2013) and investigate the healthcare providers’ practices regarding healthcare ethics (Chopra, Bhardwaj, Mithra, Singh &
Siddiqui, 2013).
In the area of pain management, the KAP model has been utilized to assess the relationship between knowledge,
attitude and nurses’ practices regarding pain management (Basak, 2010; Hossain, 2010). The finding of Basak’s (2010)
study showed that the level of knowledge among nurses was very low and they have negative attitude towards pain
management. Also, this study indicated that the nurses’ practices regarding post-operative pain management were
moderate. In addition, this study showed insignificant relationship between the nurses’ knowledge and attitude, and
practices regarding pain management.
Similarly, Hossain (2010) found that the level of knowledge, attitude and practices of pain management was at
moderate level among surgical nurses. Furthermore, this study indicated insignificant relation between the study
variables. Table 1.2 summarizes the previous studies that used the KAP model to assess the healthcare professionals’
behavior regarding pain management.
The pain management practices are affected by personal factors (healthcare providers’ factors) and environmental
factors which include the healthcare system factors and patient related factors (Glajchen, 2001; Jacobsen et al., 2009;
Von Roenn, 2001). On the other hand, the KAP model only covers the personal factors (knowledge and attitude). Thus,
this model is not suitable for assessing the healthcare providers’ practice regarding pain management.
Table 1.2. Knowledge, Attitude and Practice (KAP) Model and Pain Management
Author
Basak
(2010)

Study title
Knowledge and Attitudes of Nurses
and Their Practices Regarding Postoperative Pain Management in
Bangladesh

IV
DV
Knowledge Pain
Attitudes
management
practices

Hossain
(2010)

Nurses’ Knowledge and Attitudes, and Knowledge
Pain Management Practice of PostAttitudes
Operative Children in Bangladesh
Practice

Country& sample
Bangladesh
n=100 nurses

Bangladesh
n=93 pediatric
surgical nurses

Result
Low level of pain management knowledge
Negative attitude towards pain management
Insignificant relationship between nurses
knowledge , attitude and their practices
regarding pain management
Moderate level of knowledge, attitude and
practices regarding pain management
Insignificant relationship between all study
variables

4. Reciprocal Determinism (Reciprocal Causation) Theory
Reciprocal determinism is a theory which posits that any human behavior is determined by external environmental factors
through social stimulus events and internal personal factors through the cognitive processes (Bandura, 1989; Bandura,
1999). These factors affect the personal behavior in an unequal strength. Bandura (1986) defined the environmental
factors as social influences which include social persuasion, instruction and modeling. Also, the personal factors are
explained as internal factors which include thinking, believing, and feeling of people (Bandura, 1986; Bower, 1975;
Neisser, 1976). Moreover, the personal factors include cognitive, affective and biological events (Bandura, 1999).
In this model, the major relations that determine the actual practices are the relationship between the personal
factors and the actual behavior, and the relationship between the environmental factors and the actual behavior. Figure
1.3 demonstrates the reciprocal determinism model.

Figure 1.3: Reciprocal Determinism Model
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Many authors used the framework of reciprocal determinism to assess various behaviors. For instance, Frese, Garst and
Fay (2007) assessed the effects of work characteristics (control and complexity of work) on personal initiative. In addition,
Parry, Barriball and While (2015) utilized this theory to explore the factors, that contribute to Registered Nurses’
medication administration’s error behavior. Recently, this theory was utilized by Reiner, Niermann, Krapf and Woll (2015),
to investigate the relationships between perceived stress and three health behaviors including leisure-time sedentary
behavior, physical activity and food consumption.
The pain management practices are affected by personal factors (healthcare professional factors) and
environmental factors which include organizational factors and patients related factors (Glajchen, 2001; Jacobsen et al.,
2009; Von Roenn, 2001). The Reciprocal Determinism theory covers the personal factors and the environmental factors.
Thus, this model is the most suitable in assessing the nurses’ practices regarding pain management.
5. Conclusion
According to Ajzen (1991), the theory of planned behavior (TPB) is appropriate for assessing the optional behaviors and
the behaviors which are not completely under optional control. On the other hand, pain management practices are
classified as essential nurses’ task and are one of patients’ rights (African Society of Anesthesiologists [SASA], 2009;
International Association for the Study of Pain [IASP], 2010). In other words, the nurses’ intention to perform pain
management is not important predictor to perform pain management practices. Therefore, the theory of planned behavior
(TPB) is not an appropriate underpinning theory for assessing the pain management practices.
Otherwise, some researchers utilized the knowledge, attitude and practice (KAP) model to assess the healthcare
providers’ practices regarding pain management (Basak, 2010; Hossain, 2010). However, this model is only concerned
about the personal determinants (knowledge and attitude). In comparison, the pain management practices are not only
affected by the personal determinants (healthcare providers’ factors) but are also affected by the environmental
determinants such as the healthcare system factors and the patient related factors (Glajchen, 2001; Jacobsen et al.,
2009; Von Roenn, 2001). Thus, the (KAP) model is not suitable for assessing the relationship between pain management
practices and its determinants.
In conclusion, the Reciprocal Determinism model concentrates on the personal determinants and the
environmental determinants. Therefore, the reciprocal determinism model is the most suitable theory for assessing the
pain management practices.
Future studies should explore the effect of both personal factors and the environmental factors to determine the
pain management practices of healthcare providers by utilizing the reciprocal determinism theory as underpinning theory.
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